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the first couple of days, it’s like you can’t get enough of this film, but it loses its steam over time. the
film is at its best when we see a glimpse of the heart-wrenching good-bye that deekshith must do at
the end of the film. and it’s not just deekshith who gets off. come to think of it, the whole film can be
read as a tribute to life. life is as beautiful as it is crushing. wake up sid is just one of those movies
that’s easy to watch. it doesn’t have much of an idea; a high schooler gets to learn a lesson or two,
and i mean, that’s more or less it. the characters and the plot are not well-rounded and memorable,

the first half-hour is tedious and the whole of the second half is boring. the film’s strongest points are
its soundtrack and jigar’s performances. you could take a shot in this one, knowing full well that its a
cliched story with predictable plot twists. the opening minute of the first scene, showing the young
deekshith walking on the street of a city, sums up the entire film. it is a white figure walking around
and then, suddenly - it’s full of colour, and you know that more “real” things are going to happen. i

liked wake up sid for two reasons: the first is the music and lyrics. and the second is the superb
acting by jigar, which is at his best. cheevers aimless teenage life gets the best of him and he sits

with dr. shobha, and describes his reasons for wanting to commit suicide. but still, you get the sense
that the character is well-rounded, and he is certainly more than the sum of his parts. akshaye rathis
keen to find out what really did and didn’t work in wake up sid . i think that the reason why the film
ended up in such a messy mess was because of its creator: bhushan kumar. he was in his sleepwalk

phase and made all the wrong decisions while writing and directing the film.
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the story starts with a windy night
in december, when three kids,

separated by an age gap, and with
distinct personalities, wake up to
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face the cold harsh mumbai life. it
is the winter of 2014 and the two

guys, on their way home from
college, and the girl are stuck in the

middle of a massive traffic jam.
they try to figure out a way to get

home and a connection in the
crowd lets them know that a taxi
driver has a lead. the three take a
ride with the taxi driver, called sid,
who claims that he has brought the

boys home (while his passenger
continues to insist he hasnt). they
are then invited to have tea at his

home, which leaves the boys
uneasy about the fact that the girls

father works at their company.
there is a lot of miscommunication
between the four of them, and in a
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way the three boys become
emotional when they realize that
they shouldnt have involved this
girl to begin with, as she isnt who

they thought she was. this is where
the story picks up, and it gets more
and more interesting as we learn

how these three boys changed this
girl, and how she has evolved into
the person she is today. at the end
of the day, it is all about the craft. i

have learnt and given my best,
always, always. but like all things,
there are ups and downs. that is
why i am not scared to say that i

lost. i wasn't able to catch a break.
my career is not going great. but

i'm very thankful. i have been
working hard and i have learnt a
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lot. i learned what i have learnt, i
applied it to my life. i would like to

give you all the best. i am in a
space now which i wasn't before
and i am very grateful for that. i
won't give up. i am very happy.
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